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You reach above the ordinary and beyond. Let the long wheelbase Infiniti Q70L reward you with flagship-level space, refinement and presence.
ROOM TO PLEASE The wheelbase of the Q70L has been extended in the rear, allowing extra legroom without changing the dynamic appearance of the vehicle. And inside are added amenities have been included to elevate passengers to another level of luxury.

QUALITY IN COMFORT Sit inside and experience the soft touch of the semi-aniline leather seats. The full-grain leather is treated to allow the natural character of the leather to show through. Also available is a specially developed material for surfaces where feel is important and durability is critical, such as the door armrests, door inserts and center console.
ALWAYS IN THE POSITION OF CONTROL

The Q70L heightens your sense of luxury with space and features that attend to your desires.

MORE COMFORTABLE QUICKLY Every aspect of your journey is personal. Climate-controlled front seats actively circulate cool or warm air through the perforated leather, so you reach your comfort zone faster than you imagined.

OPTIMIZED COMFORT The dual occupant memory system allows two custom profiles. Depending on which key you possess, the preferred settings for the seat, steering column, and mirrors are automatically executed with the press of a button, giving both drivers a personal level of comfort.

WELCOMING COCKPIT Infiniti creates an experience through thoughtful design and controls that fall naturally into your reach. Each component is crafted for recognition by shape and feel, ensuring that you connect with the Q70L intuitively, by touch alone.

NATURAL TRANQUILITY Inspired by the way natural settings simultaneously calm and rejuvenate your senses, the Forest Air® climate control system emulates a natural breeze by circulating air around the cabin with a smooth, gentle ebb and flow.
DESIGNED TO MOTIVATE AND EMPOWER

Fusing the characteristics of a performance vehicle with the exclusiveness of an extended sedan, the bold originality of the Q70L encourages you to pursue beyond your potential.

DYNAMIC STANCE Two distinct 18-inch aluminum-alloy wheel designs are available on the Q70L. An elegant multi-spoke wheel or a split 5-spoke design. Both complement the graceful proportions of the Q70L without sacrificing handling characteristics.

EXPRESSIONS ILLUMINATION Stylish and functional, the LED headlights of the Q70L shed light where you steer and also provide another level of awareness with signature crescent-shaped LED daytime running lights.

CURVES THAT INVITE Undeniably Infiniti, the double-wave hood rises to meet the elevated front fenders, conveying a dynamic, expressive design.

IMPRESSION AMPLIFIED Expressing signature Infiniti design, the double-arch grille is prominently placed in front and center. The arc of the bottom, like a natural reflection to that of the top, gives the front fascia a distinctive appearance.
SPACE THAT KEEPS YOU IN COMFORT

The Q70L expands your expectations of luxury by focusing on your personal needs and giving you the space you deserve.

1062 MM
REAR LEGROOM

COMFORT AT EVERY SEAT: Luxury has been infused into the rear cabin, featuring heated and reclining seats that provide warmth with a touch of a button, while a rear window sunshade adds to the details to make sure you’re always at your most comfortable.

EXTENDING CONTROL: Take command where you sit. Rear-seat audio and climate controls let you define every note and degree to your taste, making every drive a momentary refuge.

PERSONAL PERFORMANCE: With dual 7-inch headrest monitors, rear-seat passengers can experience their own personal entertainment by playing their own movies or games, even while those in front enjoy their own music.

UNIQUE INTERIOR ACCENT: The Q70L offers a well-appointed and inviting interior with high-quality materials. The White Ash silver-powdered wood accents give the cockpit a distinctive look and merges old-world luxury with modern aesthetics.

SECURING EASE: Every time you close the rear door or access the trunk, the Q70L will automatically assist you by cinching them closed. A simple task but a respect that is well-deserving.

1062 MM
REAR LEGROOM
TECHNOLOGY THAT CENTERS AROUND YOU

By enhancing how you see and hear, innovations in the Q70L effortlessly connect you to your surroundings and your music.

SEE EVERY SIDE Gain a new perspective on what’s around you. With the Around View® Monitor with Moving Object Detection and Front and Rear Sonar System1-3 it’s easier to see and maneuver in even the tightest spaces. Four cameras and one virtual 360° view from above elevate your parking expertise, alerting you whether a moving or stationary object is detected close by.

INTUITIVE FRONT LIGHTING Illuminate where you truly want to be. The Adaptive Front lighting System (AFS) improves visibility at intersections and around curves by sensing your steering and turning the headlights to see not just ahead but around as well.

EMPOWER YOUR TOUCH The Infiniti Controller puts simple, intuitive control of your technology systems at your fingertips. It allows you to interact via the inputs most intuitive to you—turning ring, touch-screen, input buttons, and even steering wheel controls—responding to you rather than you adjusting to it.

CRAFTING TRANQUILITY Active Noise Control ensures that the cabin of the Q70L offers better solace from the outside world. Intelligent technology uses a microphone in the ceiling to identify undesirable low-frequency engine sounds and neutralizes them with sound waves of the opposite phase. The result is a quieter and more peaceful driving experience, which still preserves the more invigorating sounds of engine performance.

HIGH-QUALITY SOUND The Bose® Studio Surround® sound system boasts 16 speakers, including 2 mounted on the shoulders of each front seat. Each has been custom-tuned to deliver rich and realistic 5.1 surround sound.

U.S. model shown.
TRANSFORM THE WAY YOU MOVE THROUGH TRAFFIC

Whether roads are clear or chaotic, innovative technologies help you stay on course.

KNOW YOUR WAY
Find your way through busy streets and unfamiliar territory. The Infiniti Hard Drive Navigation System lets you choose a view that's most intuitive to you—a 2D overhead view or a 3D Birdview display, for example. Lane Guidance will also help escort you back to where you need to be for exits and interchanges.

MAINTAIN YOUR LANE
The Lane Departure Warning and Lane Departure Prevention Systems monitor lane markings and will help warn you if you start to drift. If the drift continues, the system will ease your vehicle back towards the center of your lane by applying the brakes on the opposite side of the vehicle.

MANAGE YOUR PACE
Set your desired speed and distance, and Intelligent Cruise Control (Full-Speed Range) will automatically adjust your speed in slowing traffic, all the way to a complete stop. Once the way clears, Intelligent Cruise Control will bring you back up to your preset speed.

KEEP YOUR DISTANCE
Distance Control Assist looks ahead and alerts you when following distance becomes too short. Detected, and you do not take your foot off the accelerator pedal, the system will automatically engage the brakes and push back on the pedal.

U.S. model shown.
EFFORTLESS COMPOURSE. Refined Power

Thrust forward smoothly or react seamlessly—feel your confidence rise with every movement.

Efficient Invigoration
No hybrid design is quite like it, and none can match its emotional intensity. The 50 kW electric motor and cutting-edge lithium ion batteries of the Infiniti Direct Response Hybrid® are powerful enough to allow you to maintain cruising speed in all-electric mode. When not needed, the 3.5-liter V6 gasoline engine is turned off and completely disconnected, maximizing mechanical efficiency.

Inherently Responsive Balance
The Front-Midship Platform of the Q70L places the engine’s center of mass just behind the front wheel centerline. A sports car-inspired approach for near-equal front-to-rear weight ratio and inherent balance you feel with every turn.

Naturally Smooth Shifting
The 7-speed automatic transmission offers a wide selection of gears for versatile performance and enhanced fuel economy. A driver-adaptive learning algorithm familiarizes with your driving style and adjusts shifting for responsiveness or efficiency to suit you.

Efficient Invigoration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HP</th>
<th>100 KM*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5-Liter V6 Engine
Exciting response with intelligent efficiency. This 2.5L V6 petrol engine delivers an impressive 30 kW while making the most of every drop of fuel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HP</th>
<th>100 KM*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5-Liter V6 Hybrid
A combined power of XX kW (XX PS) responds with thrilling immediacy, while achieving a surprising 7.9 L/100km! Ingenious engineering allows transitions from all-electric mode to full-power hybrid mode, with an intensity and organic response that defies everything you think about hybrid performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HP</th>
<th>100 KM*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

U.S. model shown.
MAXIMIZE YOUR DESIRE

Infiniti Drive Mode Selector allows you to select a driving experience that fits your needs of the moment, with four available modes: Standard, appropriate for everyday conditions; Eco, which increases fuel economy; Sport, which allows for sportier acceleration; and Snow, helping you maintain control and avoid spinning wheels in snowy conditions.

SHARP SHIFTING

Downshift Rev Matching blips the throttle like a performance driver to ready the engine for smoother, quicker shifts.

A CONTINUOUS RUSH

Acceleration Swell is our vision of power, dedicated to delivering a shape and feel to acceleration. By precisely tuning the engine to unleash torque at a broader rev range, the force you feel seems to increase the faster you go, making Swell feel more like a limitless rush than a momentary thrill.

SIGNATURE EXHAUST NOTE

The specially tuned exhaust shapes sound into something uniquely compelling. The low growl announces your presence and transforms sound into a moving experience.

AMPLIFYING THE FEELING OF PERFORMANCE

Engineering that intensifies the connection between the Q70L and your senses.

U.S. model shown.
SCANS TWO CARS AHEAD

PREPARED FOR WHAT YOU CAN’T SEE

RECOGNIZING DANGER: Predictive Forward Collision Warning1,9 uses radar to continuously monitor not only the vehicle directly ahead of you but the vehicle in front of that one as well. If the system detects a potential risk, it provides an alert and tightens the driver’s seat belt to help restrain you.

MORE SURE WHEN BACKING: Backup Collision Intervention1,10 increases your awareness and ability to react. As you back up, the system warns you if an object is detected behind your vehicle and can help you avoid a collision by applying the brakes.

SENSING WHERE YOU CAN’T SEE: The Blind Spot Warning and Blind Spot Intervention® systems11 use sensors to help alert you to a vehicle detected entering the blind spot area in an adjacent lane and helps you avoid it. First, the warning light illuminates. Then, if you begin moving toward the occupied lane, a warning sounds. The system will even apply opposite-side brakes to help you guide your vehicle back to the center of your current driving lane.

ADVANCED WARNING: Forward Emergency Braking1,12 adds another dimension of security. It detects vehicles in the lane ahead of you, and if deceleration is required, the accelerator pedal is pushed up and the brakes are applied to help minimize a collision—or even help prevent one.

PREPARED FOR WHAT YOU CAN’T AVOID

PREPARED TO PROTECT: During emergency braking situations, the Pre-Crash Seat Belts are automatically tightened.

THE SUPPORT YOU NEED: In certain rear-end collisions, the front-seat Active Head Restraints can move forward to help cushion the head.

STRONGER AND LIGHTER: Ultra high-strength steel is twice as strong as conventional steel and is built around you to enhance your safety in case of a collision.
EXTERIOR COLORS

MAJESTIC WHITE (QAB)
LIQUID PLATINUM (K23)
GRAPHITE SHADOW (KAD)
HAGANE BLUE (RBP)
CHESTNUT BROWN (CAN)
HERMOSA BLUE (BW5)
MALBEC BLACK (GAC)
BLACK OBSIDIAN (KH3)

MAKE IT UNICELY YOURS

INTERIOR COLORS

INTERIOR TRIM

WHEELS

18 X 8.0-INCH ALUMINUM-ALLOY WHEELS

This brochure is intended for general descriptive and informational purposes only. It is subject to change and does not constitute an offer, representation or warranty (express or implied) by Nissan North America, Inc. Interested parties should confirm the accuracy of any information in this brochure as it relates to a vehicle directly with Infiniti Retailer before relying on it to make a purchase decision. Nissan North America, Inc., reserves the right to make changes, at any time, without prior notice, in prices, colors, materials, equipment, specifications, and models and to discontinue models or equipment. Due to continuous product development and other pre- and post-production factors, actual vehicle, materials and specifications may vary from this brochure. Some vehicles shown with optional equipment. See the actual vehicle for complete accuracy. Availability and delivery times for particular models or equipment may vary. Specifications, options and accessories may differ in Hawaii, U.S. territories and other countries. For additional information on availability, options or accessories, see your Infiniti Retailer or visit Infiniti website.

1 Available on select models.
2 AVM with MOD cannot completely eliminate blind spots and may not detect every object. MOD operates at vehicles speeds below 5 mph. Always check surroundings and turn to look behind you before moving vehicle.
3 The Sonar System is a convenience, not a substitute for proper parking and/or backing procedures. Always check that it is safe to do so before moving vehicle. May not detect every object. May not detect objects in blind spots. Always check that it is safe to do so before moving vehicle.
4 The Lane Departure Warning/Lane Departure Prevention Systems operate only when the lane markings are clearly visible on the road. Speed limitations apply. See your Owner’s Manual for more details.
5 Distance Control Assist helps maintain a distance to the vehicle in front of you under certain conditions. Not a collision avoidance system. Failure to apply the brakes could result in an accident. Intelligent Cruise Control is not a collision avoidance or warning device. Designed to use limited braking. Failure to apply the brakes could result in an accident. 2016 EPA Fuel Economy Estimates. MPG 17 city/24 hwy. Actual mileage may vary with driving conditions. Use for comparison only. Intelligent Brake Support (IBS) is intended to warn you before a collision occurs, it cannot prevent a collision. Speed and other limitations apply. See Owner’s Manual for details. FEB cannot prevent accidents due to carelessness or dangerous driving techniques. It may not provide warning or braking in certain conditions. Speed limitations apply.
6 PFCW is intended to warn you before a collision occurs; it cannot prevent a collision. Speed and other limitations apply. See Owner’s Manual for details. PFCW will not detect every object, and speed limitations apply. Always check surroundings and turn to look behind you before moving vehicle. See Owner’s Manual for details.
7 iPod is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Bose is a registered trademark of the Bose Corporation.

Infiniti has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible representations of actual vehicle colors. Swatches may vary slightly due to the printing process and whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the actual colors at your local Infiniti Dealer.